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Agenda

• Uranium Market Fundamentals

• Cost of Production around the Globe

• Where are the World’s Uranium Resources

• Current Mining Methods and costs

• Production capacity of the Athabasca Basin

• What are some potential new mines in Canada



Uranium Market Fundamentals

• The greatest sensitivity when assessing most uranium deposits is in understanding what 
market conditions will be by the time you are able to bring the deposit into production 
(5 to 10-year time lag).

• Compared to other metal groups, the price of uranium  has been challenging over the 
past ten years.  Gold and base metals are near or above their ten year average price, 
but uranium remains well below it’s average ten year price range.  

• Challenging market post-Fukushima

10 Year U3O8 
Spot Price

10 Year Copper 
Spot Price



World Production & Consumption



World Uranium Resources (WNA/IAEA)

Australia has the largest amount of U resources, based on USD $130 per 
kg of U.  However the “quality” of the resources in terms of grade and 
cost sensitivity to the price of uranium must be taken into account.



Production method

Canada which is in the top 3 for Uranium Resources and 
production has not yet used ISR as a primary extraction method

(table is from WNA)



Uranium Mining Methods
Uranium is currently mined in 
one of four ways:

• In-situ leach mining – ISL [also 
ISR or solution mining]

• Underground with tunnels, 
galleries etc.

• Open pit, including surface 
excavations

• Heap Leach

In 2018 about 6% of mined 
uranium  production was as a 
by-product from the mining of 
other minerals

Olympic Dam, Australia (photo courtesy of BHP)



Uranium Mining Methods: 
In-situ Leach Mining (ISL)

• Sometimes may be called solution 

mining or ISR (in situ recovery)

•Can be acid or alkali leach solution

•Very small volume of waste 

generation

•Limited surface disturbance

Beverley ISL mine, Australia



Uranium Mining Methods: 
In-situ Leach Mining (ISL)



. 

In-situ Leaching (ISL): Advantages

• Lower Capital Cost to first production
• Shorter lead time to production
• Lower radiation exposure
• Lower surface disturbance and no tailings pond
• No crushing or grinding required
• Lower cost for decommissioning



In-situ Leaching (ISL): Disadvantages

• Limited application due to need for specific geological features
• Ore deposit must be soluble
• Risk of ground water contamination
• Potential lower recovery of reserves



Ore Extraction

Underground mine (UG)

Where orebodies are deeper, underground mining is usually employed, involving 

construction of access shafts and tunnels but with less waste rock removed and 

less environmental impact. 

Choice of mining method :

· Shape of the deposit

· Size of the deposit

· Distribution of uranium ore. Selective or non selective mining method

Important phases of underground mining:

• Ventilation: All underground mines are ventilated, but in uranium mines, 

extra care is taken with ventilation to minimize the amount of radiation 

exposure and dust inhalation. 

• Ground support

• Water extraction



Underground mining

– Much smaller waste rock 
production volumes, frequently 
very little at the surface

– Smaller infrastructure footprint 
at the surface

– May be possible to dispose of 
much of the waste underground 
as backfill in  the workings

McArthur River Uranium Mine, Canada

(photo courtesy of Cameco Corporation)

Uranium Mining Methods: Underground



Note:

• Main access shaft

• Ventilation shafts

• Underground network

• Small waste piles at 

surface

Uranium Mining Methods:  
Underground



Open pit / surface excavations

–Relatively large footprint at the 
surface

– Manage stockpiles of waste rock, 
sub-economic ore and/or 
overburden

–Waste water, drainage and 
seepage  

–May be a possibility for in-pit 
disposal of tailings

Uranium Mining Methods:  Open Pit

Langer Heinrich Mine (Photo courtesy Paladin Resources)

Somair Open Pit Mine (Niger) (Photo courtesy of World Nuclear 
News) 



Addis Abeba March 2019

Open Pit Mine

Rössing (Namibia)



Heap Leach Mining
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Another consideration for mining and extraction of 
uranium is heap leaching

• Geotechnical characteristics

• Hydraulic characteristics

• Geochemical characteristics

• Kinetics – steady state conditions

• Recovery of uranium may be lower than conventional 
methods



Heap Leaching

Somair (Niger)

Trekopje (Namibia)



Sample of Uranium Mine Production Costs



Canada’s Nuclear Industry

Source CNSC



The Infrastructure Rich Eastern Athabasca Basin
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McArthur River 
Mine

Cigar Lake Mine

McClean Lake Mill
(Denison 22.5%)

Rabbit Lake Mill

Waterbury 
(Denison 66.51%)

Key Lake Mine & 
Mill

Wheeler River
(Denison 90%)

Provincial 
Power Grid

All Season 
Highway / Haul Road

Hook-Carter
(Denison 80%)

Denison Land Position 
as of June 30, 2018



Mines and Uranium Deposits in Canada

• Canada’s uranium reserves and resources are found in Saskatchewan around the 
Athabasca Basin

• Unconventional underground mining methods currently being used at Cigar Lake 
and McArthur River as deposits mined in the sandstone generally require ground 
freezing

• The Basin has three mills and three mines, but only one mine and one mill are 
currently being operated at 18 M lbs./year of production

• The annual licensed capacity of the three mills in the Basin; Key Lake (25 M lbs.); 
Rabbit Lake (14 M lbs.) and McClean Lake (24 M lbs ); Total 63 M lbs.

• Peak Production in 2016/2017 of  approximately 36 M lbs representing less than 
60% of the total milling capacity in the Basin.



Cross-Section Showing Projection of various Uranium 
Deposits in the Athabasca Basin – Cigar Lake

Source: NexGen Energy Ltd.



Cigar Lake Operation 
(source Cigar Lake Technical Report)

Production rate of 18 M lbs/yr of U3O8 approximately 7 M tonnes of U



Cigar Lake Operation
(source Cigar Lake Technical Report)



Cross-Section Showing Projection of various Uranium 
Deposits in the Athabasca Basin – Arrow Deposit

Source: NexGen Energy Ltd.



NexGen Arrow Deposit





NexGen Conventional Mining but Underground 
Waste Storage



Denison’s Phoenix Deposit

Source: NexGen Energy Ltd.



Bringing the world's lowest cost uranium mining method to the jurisdiction hosting the 

world's highest-grade uranium deposits 
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ISR Mining Process(1):

1. Mining solution (also known as 

“lixiviant”) is pumped through a 

permeable orebody via injection well;

2. Lixiviant dissolves the uranium as it 

travels through the orebody;

3. Uranium rich mining solution (also 

known as  uranium bearing solution or 

“UBS”) is pumped back to surface via 

recovery well;

4. UBS is sent to a processing plant on 

surface for chemical separation of the 

uranium and reconditioning of 

lixiviant;

5. Lixiviant is returned back to well field 

for further production

NOTES: (1) Refer to the Wheeler River Technical Report titled “Pre-feasibility Study Report for the Wheeler River Uranium Project, Saskatchewan,
Canada” dated September 24, 2018.



Denison’s Phoenix Deposit

Source: Denison Mines Corp



Summary

• Supply and demand fundamentals forecast an improving market, however, 
there is significant curtailed production capacity ready to restart if the right 
economic conditions emerge.  This is an important consideration when 
evaluating market conditions.

• There is potential for some Tier One deposits to be developed even in today’s 
challenging price environment.

• Primary extraction using In-Situ Recovery is the dominant world extraction 
method; successful application in Canada’s Athabasca Basin may represent a 
fundamental shift in uranium mining economics.

• Mining companies are recognizing that environmental concerns with respect 
to waste rock and tailings are important social license issues which require  
creative approaches to deal with future projects. 


